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Editorial
The Winter League rounded out in style with the Good Friday Hill Race. Easter was
particularly late this year, therefore, road shoes were the order of the day. On the cover is
this years handicap league winners. This year's ladies champion is Rachael Sharp and Graeme
Smith for the men.
April is marathon month hence 3 for Manchester and 1 for London (not that I'm complaining,
the more the merrier). With so many excellent performances I didn't want to single one out
therefore above is a selection of images from various marathons. I even think that might
even be a smile from Pete :-)
Thanks to everyone for the outstanding contributions.

Notices

Fixtures
Tuesday 7th May

Sunday 26th May

Champagne League - Brantingham TO
Raywell
Brantingham Burrill Lane Brough,
HU15 1QJ
19.00

Humber Bridge 10k
Hessle Rugby Union Club Livingstone
Road Hessle, HU13 0EG
10.00
AAffiliated Runner Fee - £18.0,
Unaffiliated Runner Fee - £20.00

Annual Prize Presentation
Incorporating the 125th celebration
Masonic Hall, Dagger Lane , Hull, HU1
2LU
19.00
£12 each - see Matty Hayes to
purchase

Sunday 14th May
Beverley 10k
Beverley Leisure Centre Flemingate
beverley, HU17 0LT
10:00
Sold Out
https:/ / www.sportsentrysolutions.com
/ new_race_page.php?recordID=201053

Tuesday 15th May
Summer League ? East Park, Hull 4
miles
East Park, Holderness Rd, Hull HU8
8JU
19.15
Athletes, Entries ?on the night?will be
accepted £6 UKA, £7 UNA
Children?s Fun Run ? East Park 2.2k
East Park, Holderness Rd, Hull HU8
8JU
18:30
£2

Sunday 19th May
Run Nidderdale
Ripley Castle Ripley Harrogate, HG3
3AY
08:15 - 12:45
£12
https:/ / www.runnidderdale.com/

Tuesday 21st May
Champagne League Race 6
Wauldby Green, Nut Wood, Raywel,
HU16 5WG
19.00

EHH Summer League

April 16th - New Ellerby 5 Miles
April 30th- Sproatley 6 Miles
May 14th - East Park 4 Miles
May 28th - Leven 10 KM
June 11th - Sproatley 7 Mile
June 25th - Coniston 10 KM
July 9th - Skirlaugh 8 Miles
https:/ / www.sportsentrysolutions.com July 23rd - Hedon 4 Miles
/ new_race_page.php?recordID=201083
&fbclid=IwAR37MO166Lp3RS9maAqtgk League Entries have now closed but enrCN23xB2mrw6x_94kCJs80w4jTwlGzg0 tries accepted on the night for each race
(Club £6, Unattached £7) and qualify for
9QT5I
prizes except the handicap.

Tuesday 28th May
Summer League ? Leven 10k
Leven Sports Club Leven, HU17 5NF
19.15
Athletes, Entries ?on the night?will be
accepted £6 UKA, £7 UNA

EHH Annual Prize Presentation

Sunday 2nd June
Top of the Wolds 10K Challenge
Addlekeld
Warter, East Yorkshire YO42 1XR
10.00
Adult Affiliated £13.00, Adult
Unaffiliated £15.00 accepted £6 UKA,
£7 UNA

LImited Tickert for the annual prize

http:/ / www.yorkshirewoldsrunners.compresentation are still available now.
£12.00 per person.
Hull 10k
See Matty Hayes to purchase
Queens Gardens Alfred Gelder Street
hull, HU1 2PQ
09:
General Entry £28, UK Athletic Club
Member £26 (+ £1.80 processing fee)
https:/ / hull10k2017.eventdesq.com/

Tuesday 4th June

Fixtures

Champagne League Race 7 ?
Kiplingcotes
Kiplingcoates, YO43 3LY
19.00

If there is a fixture I need to add
to the newsletter and/ or website
then please send details to to
info@easthullharriers.com.
To include a fixture I need the
- Date and time
- Event name,
- Location
- Cost
- And entry form or link

Sunday 9th June
The 2017 Riverbank Challenge
Westfield Sports Complex Westfield
Lane Goole, DN14 5PW
11.00
UKA Affiliated £10.00, Non UKA
Affiliated £11.00
https:/ / www.sportsentrysolutions.com
/ new_race_page.php?recordID=200959

Manchester Marathon2019
By Robert Weekes
This years Manchester marathon was
my second, it?s a great option for
northern based runners to get a quick
time without the logistics of London.
My only concern was that it?s easy to
get isolated in the latter stages at the
sharp end of the race as it doesn?t
have the depth of London although
this year was much better than last.
There?s a great atmosphere all around
the course and this race has grown in
to the 5th largest in Europe according
to the announcement at the beginning,
which is great if you want the big race
experience without the travel
expense. There was a good harrier
representation this year and I think 8
men broke 3 hours which is testament
to mad Tuesday training with the
squad and anyone who aspires to
running that sort of time would totally
benefit from coming out with the
faster lads even if you only hang on
for a few miles at first, eventually
you?ll crack it.
The weather was perfect, just a slight
breeze at the end, but nothing major, I
really think that?s the worst thing
about running, the unpredictability of
the weather after a long winter
training for a PB all it takes is a bit of
wind or hot temperatures and it isn?t
happening. Luckily we scored here.
We had high expectations for the team
prize following on from our second
place last year but unfortunately for us
both Sale harriers and Bournemouth
put out very good teams and we had
to settle for third place, with Matty,
Mike and myself making up the team.
Disappointing but I think that reflects
how strong we are as a team in this
distance that we now expect to be
right up there in big marathons!
The race itself went almost perfectly
to plan for me, very even pacing
splitting 73:08-74:02 , only slowing
slightly the last 4 miles to average
5:37 pace for the distance which I
would have snapped your hand off for
had you offered me before the race,
although I know there?s room for
improvement.

The race is well supported almost all
the way round , only a few small
patches of crowd free areas which I
think really reflects how good this
marathon is becoming, genuinely
evolving into a ?big city? marathon
without the madness of ten deep
screaming people like parts of London.
The winner was well clear of the rest of
the field, clocking a very good 2:21:30,
over 4 and a half minutes clear of
second place , then 63 seconds
separated second and tenth places,
with 17 men breaking 2:30.
Marathon running in the UK is not
where it was 30 years ago but there?s
definitely an upward curve going at the
moment and I believe in the next 5
years we will see a lot more men
running very good times at the
distance.
Well done to everybody who ran,
plenty of PBs and some great runs ,
altogether an excellent day out!

Manchester Marathon2019
By Andy Deyes

Following 4 months of solid
training with a few
niggles/ scares here and there
the day finally arrived. Having
decided to stay in Manchester
the precious night, preparation
was as relaxed as could be. All
mattered now was arriving on
the start line?
However when you need to go,
you need go! I left the cubicle at
08:57 for a 09:00 start, ran
straight to the wrong pen,
panicked, jumped two fences,
eventually found the back end
of what I think was the correct
pen and crossed the start line at
approximately 09:05. I knew
this wouldn?t damage my chip
time but couldn?t help but feel I
was playing catch up with the
rest of the field.
After almost a mile in and with
the feeling still dominating my
thoughts, I decided to go all in
and see what I had in the tank.
Dangerous considering I don?t
use a watch, meaning my pace
could easily have become too
fast ? at times, probably did.
Thankfully I was able to tag on
to a number of runners who
appeared to be in a similar boat.
My target now moved from ?run
cautiously and make sure you
get my Good for Age time?to
?throw caution to the wind and
go for sub 2:50:00?? I did this
during the same race last year?
and f****d it right up!
As I moved through the miles I
felt really good and this was
helped with regular shouts of

encouragement from the ever
present EHH support crew and
shouts of support between EHH
runners. As the route turns back
on itself ? approximately half
way ? I saw the front runners Inc.
Rob and Mikey ? both smashing
it. I took a good deal of
inspiration from both as I dug in
to maintain the quick pace I
started with. I managed to do so
up to mile 23 where the legs
started to feel heavy and this
continued through mile 24 and
25 ? pace dropping easily over an
extra minute per mile! During
this time Richie passed and with
a big shout of ?COME ON
DEYESEY!? he also told me we
were on for a time of
approximately 2:50:00.

tired and heavy were the words
used. 02:50:04 was the time
when I crossed the line?
02:45:37 my official chip time.
OVER THE MOON and a 25 minute
PB from last year?s effort on the
same course.

Now knowing I had my Good for
Age in the bag I managed to pick
the pace up and felt like I flew
down the final straight? A Deyes
senior told me otherwise ? I think

The EHH turnout for the race was
massive! As was the support
(cheers Mum and Dad ? ), it?s a
joy to wear the Red Vest ? What a
Club!!

Upon finishing we all gathered
outside the cricket ground and I
was told my splits where very
similar to The Captains ? ?we
could have ran together you dick
head? were his words? yeah I
agree, I messed a trick there!
Although I was 4-5 minutes
behind him as Matty started on
time, our two times were a mere
12 seconds apart? in favour of
The Captain who arrived in a time
of 02:45:25. Bravo! Note to self:
plan your toilet trips!

Some other results to note:
Michael Hargreaves - 02:26:53
and Robert Weekes - 02:27:11,
ace running guys setting the
standard for the rest of us!
Awesome!
Mark (Lethal) Bissel ? strong as
always smashed it with 02:46:54.
Richie Buckle - 02:49:21 great
effort
Paul Teece came home ?PB style?
in a time of 02:50:43.
Tony Cross ? securing London
with an excellently paced sub 3
hour marathon - 02:59:08
Shaun Alcock narrowly missed his
Good for Age with a time of
03:00:08. Fantastic effort and
result for your first marathon!
Well played.
Well done everyone else you took
part recording awesome results
also!

Manchester 2019:Chasingadequacy?
By Tony Cross
GFA ? three little letters which, by
proxy, suggest that anything less
than this is a bit pants. When it
comes to the marathon of course,
nothing is ever really ?a bit pants??
regular runners can bluff their way
through 10k?s and even half
marathons, but there?s no blagging a
marathon. Finishing one is a
monumental effort of mind and
body. Some follow training plans,
some just whack up the mileage, but
either way, the journey to the start
line has always started months in
advance, and has required
dedication and sacrifice, whether
that?s beers the night before a long
run, a lay in on a weekend, or time
with the family ? no-one rocks up to
a marathon and performs to their
potential if they haven?t prepared
themselves.
That said, sub 3 (and those three
letters) had been niggling at me
since London went all tropical in
April 2018. After months of training

through the ?Beast from the East?,
with nipples resembling something
Madonna would?ve been proud of
for 3 months solid, Mother Nature
told it?s best practical joke by
ramping up temperatures on race
day, making it officially ?the hottest
London Marathon on record?. Of
course, the weather wasn?t entirely
to blame. I?d talked myself out of a
good race well before I stood in the
start pen, and subsequently ran like
a turd for the first quarter. I then
convinced myself that there was no
way I could pull it back, and virtually
gave up. Harrumph.
So, the Greater Manchester
Marathon 2019 was a chance to
redeem myself. Weather wouldn?t
be an issue - if there?s one thing you
can count on Manchester for, it?s
dreary weather. It?s rumoured that
Mancunian children can get to the
age of 7 before they realise they can
take a kagool off, and scientists have
confirmed there?s evidence of
webbing in between the digits of the
most evolved families in the region,
such is the propensity for constant

drizzly, grey and freezing conditions.
Rubbish if you have to live over the
wrong side of the Pennines; perfect
if you?re a runner still bearing the
scars of an unseasonably hot
London, 12 months previously.
True to form, the forecast was drab.
Lovely lovely drab. Overcast, chilly,
with next to no wind. Training had
been nigh on perfect; no injuries, the
Pete Dearing school of lots of 20
mile runs, lots of different terrain,
consistent mileage every week, and
some confidence boosting races at
target pace. I?d had my pre-race tea
of a massive Domino?s pizza, a
decent night?s sleep, and, having
stayed in the same hotel as the
Captain, I had Bongo taxis arranged
to safely get us to the start line a few
short miles down the road.
Of course, this being Lancashire,
things weren?t that straight-forward.
Thanks to lairy Mancs in hi-vis vests,
complete with the typical ?weasel
peering through thickets?hairstyles,
we found ourselves getting
shepherded into completely the

wrong car parks after paying up
front for somewhere different. The
ensuing double back, and
impeccably timed roadworks,
caused a mild panic in the car ? we
decided to bail out mid-traffic jam,
and found ourselves with more than
enough time to get warmed up,
bump in to a few familiar faces, and
get in to our pens.
The gun went off, (a noise not
unfamiliar around those parts), and
once we realised it was to indicate
the start of the race and not an
errant teen angry about
something/ someone, we were on
our way. I?d started a few yards
ahead of the 3 hour pacer, with the
intention of keeping to around
6:45/ 6:50 for the duration. Keen not
to make the mistake of trusting my
watch, I wore a pace band, and the
first few miles went exactly to plan.
Had a chat with a chirpy Scouser at
mile 5, and after getting over my
nervousness for the safety of my
personal belongings, we discussed
our targets. Just as we were
congratulating one another at our
splendid pacing thus far, along came
Andy Deyes, bouncing past us like a
slightly more ginger Tigger on his
way to sub 2:50. As it transpired,
he?d missed the start. Although I was
moderately wounded that I couldn?t
possibly match the pace at which he
whizzed by, it was nice to get a brief
boost from a Harrier. It also gave me
a great excuse to stop talking to the
Scouser.
The rest of the miles were a blur ?
after a brief run alongside Snaithy,
I?ve never concentrated so hard in a
race, counting down the miles,
checking I was on pace, making sure
I wasn?t going too fast. The course
isn?t the most inspiring, which made
it all the more welcome when our
awesome Harriers support groups
cropped up at various points around
the route. You can swallow all the
caffeinated gels you want ? you
don?t get a boost like the one you
get from a massive cheer from the

red army. It makes the hairs on you
neck stand up, and your legs feel
that little bit lighter, even if only for
moment. I managed to give Rob and
Mike a cheer as they passed by on
the way out of Altrincham ? but after
that, it was all about getting in under
that magic number.
It started getting hard at mile 22.
Checking my pace band, I was
confident that I had 90 seconds to
play with. I had a decision to make ?
keep pushing at the pace I was at,
and hope it carried me through
without causing me significant
trouble, or ease off early. I chose the
latter, an uncharacteristic moment of
pragmatism I thought! That said, that
decision came from some harsh
lessons learned in previous races.
Thankfully, it paid off. I started to
feel pangs of cramp from mile 24,
and if I?d been pushing any harder
any earlier I think it would?ve been
curtains.
The finish line was in sight. My legs
were still working, I had time to play
with, and the culmination of 3
month?s graft was about to pay off.
Weirdly, it was almost an
anti-climax! I crossed the line in
2:59:08 ? a 20 minute improvement
on my personal best in London the
previous year. After 26.2 miles, I?d
beaten the target by a mere 52
seconds, although I didn?t feel as if it
was ever in danger.
So, I?d made GFA ? Yay! (although it?s
debatable as to whether this will still
be the case at the end of the year).
On reflection, this wasn?t a result of
three months training. It was a result
of all of the marathons I?d run
previously, as well as listening to
those who know. This year, I took the
advice of Shaun Fores and used a
pace band; I?d ditched training plans
and stuck to Pete Dearing?s mantra
of ?more miles?, as well as running no
less than 20 miles on my long runs,
right from the off. I?d taken all the
bits of advice from conversations
with the skipper, the Suicide Squad,
and many others, I?d learned that

you don?t have to smash your long
runs at race pace, and I?d learned to
trust my training when it began to
get difficult at mile 22.
Although running is different for
everyone, and many are pure natural
talents, for me, I?ve learned that
success in endurance events is
experience ? both my own and
listening to others. If you?re looking
to run your first marathon, that
would be my first bit of advice?
Listen to those who know!
There were some absolutely class
performances in Manchester that day
? amongst many others, Weekesy,
Mike, Andy, Matty, Richie, Lethal
Bizzle, Shaun Alcock and Rob Snaith
all smashed it ? it genuinely makes
you proud to be a Harrier when you
have talent around you like that.
Although I?m now pretty chuffed
with the time, I?m finding myself
eyeing up the next benchmark? So,
to LONDON, in 2020 (assuming my
GFA still counts :-) )

TheLondonMarathon2019
By Richard Alsop

As the dust settles on the VMLM
(or whatever acronym they are
using today) and the blisters heal,
here is my version of events.
As many of you are now aware, I
had never run a marathon despite
running at various distances since
1983. Two key moments from the
past when I maybe should have
done are May 1988 when I ran in
the 20 mile race, but paced it
badly so continued at the Half
Marathon distance, and 1993
when I ran my fastest Half and
should have been capable of a
decent Marathon time.
Anyway, fast forward to the
current decade and I?ve been
entering in the London ballot most
years, with some trepidation due
to the injury-prone stop-start
nature of my running. In October
2018 I received an email from
Angela ?you?ve got a magazine
from London?? .?It will be the usual
rejection, can you open it please?.
This time it wasn?t a rejection so
minor panic before realising it was
time to think about training.
Injuries and colds had blighted
September through to November
and working away one long
weekend a month didn?t help, but
that pays the bills!
Most people?s reaction was ?that?s
great, go for it?, but one or two
older hands were more cautious,
advising ?careful, your body might
not handle it?and ?you?ll screw up
your running for the year?. In
fairness, the last comment was
from a former runner who has run
some very fast times in the past
and was equating his punishing
training schedule with my then
level of readiness. The most
sensible advice was to ?do what

your body will handle and don?t
overdo the training?(Steve
Coates). My original target was
3:45, based on ?two half
marathons at 1:45 with a bit to
spare?. Not too scientific but it
made a bit of sense and all those I
mentioned it to seemed to agree it
was a reasonable aim.

The Brass Monkey went pretty
well in 1:44, exactly 8 min/ mile. I
used to do a few in the early days
but have only run the Brass
Monkey (3 times) since 2012 and
that after a 15 year gap! I don?t
think this training ?plan?is
recommended by many coaches
?

Christmas was approaching and I
was invited to run at Levisham
with Alison, Dave and Nippy. This
was a great way to spend a
Saturday morning, the sun shone
all the way round and the
run/ walk was a great way to start
training. The post-run sausage
sandwich wasn?t bad either!

Managed to get to club for a run
on the following Thursday, then
half way round a 6 miler, disaster
struck and my left calf ?went?.
Aided by Vicky Godfrey, a van
driver was persuaded to lend me
his phone to ring for Angela to
pick me up. At this point, was I
running London? Not sure? ?

The following week I continued
the longer training with the
Millington pack run (as always,
highly recommended) then New
Year came and it was time to ?go
for it?. Humberside XC champs at
Scunthorpe, then it was time to
get into double figures on the
road as I had entered the Brass
Monkey Half, so 10.5 it was.

After 2 weeks of 2 mile runs and
painful ?rest days?I saw Kris
Lecher who (rarely for him) told
me not to run for 9 days but to do
the exercises has was giving me. It
is fair to say I started gingerly, but
then realised I could manage the
injury. 8 (long) days working in
Chester meant my come-back was
a bit patchy but got out for a 10

miler one night then 7 on the last
night. By early March I still hadn?t
run anything long so on 10 th
March I ran 15 miles, 8 weeks later
than anticipated. Going well? ?
Ramping up to 40 miles for the
week I put in a 17 the following
week so I could marshal at the
Walkington/ Skidby race in the
afternoon (and go out for a curry
and beer on the night). The East
Hull 20 was next up, the looks of
incredulity on the faces of Jayne
Earle and Linda Thacker when I
told them I was running is
something I?ll never forget, but I
can?t blame them as 31 years is a
long gap between 20 mile races.
The 20 went ok, then a 14 a week
later up at Lockington. My last
planned race was the Baildon
Boundary Way (a mostly off-road,
hilly half which I highly
recommend) but only managed to
crawl round due to a bout of
sickness which came on during
the week. Still, I managed my
longest training week of 48 miles
and the legs were holding up. It
was ?game on?now and 18 miles
on 14 th April once again with
Angela the ?mobile drinks station?
turned out to be my last long run.
On the advice of Pete I ran in the
New Ellerby 5, which went
reasonably well so it was now a
case of not doing anything daft.
I was becoming increasing twitchy
but now there was no going back.
The last wine before the race was
consumed on the Friday night,
then it was up early for the taxi
into town with Nippy. We met up
with other EHH followers and sat
with Eileen Deyes for the journey.
Bags dropped off at the hotel and
it was off the ExCel for
registration with the
receptionist?s words ringing in my
ears ?you?re up two flights of
stairs. There is no lift?. I had
visions of being crane-lifted out
of the room on Monday morning!

Registration and the VLM Show
went ok and we (myself, Nippy,
Graeme and Michelle Smith)
managed to get a photo with Jo
Pavey, then back to base before
meeting up with everyone at the
pub next to the Italian restaurant
where Katie had booked us a table
for 24, which we all appreciated ?
thanks Katie! The runners
managed to resist the array of
hand-pulled ales, even the one
named ?Runner?, both before and
after the meal, whereas the
contingent of spectators needed
no second invitation. I especially
enjoyed my ?orange and
lemonade??
The highlight of the meal was the
delivery of garlic bread to Nippy.
Most had ordered one to share
between 2, half on each plate.
The waitress duly brought these
round but when informed Nippy
had ordered a full one the
expression ?fast food?was
redefined when she slid the
second half at great speed toward
Nippy?s plate from some distance,
much to our amusement!
I had been telling everyone ?under
4 hours?but when my youngest
son Chris texted me on Saturday
night and asked me what I would
do, I responded with 3:50. I
thought I might as well have a
decent target to aim for, even
though I still felt a bit of an
imposter due to my patchy
training.
After a fitful night?s sleep, it was
time to go to the start. The journey
from Kings Cross was uneventful
then I was glad of the
knowledgeable company as we
negotiated the changing tent,
baggage drops, etc. By complete
chance we bumped into a former
colleague from West Yorkshire
who had also run our 20. We all
wished each other luck then it was
a queue for the ?last visit?and a

dash to take position in the start
pen. Chatting to a bloke from
Cottingham who is a member of
Barracuda Tri and knows Gary
Forrester whiled away a few
minutes, then we were off? ? .or
rather we slowly walked toward
the start. 15 minutes later and I
was crossing the start line, starting
my watch in full view of the BBC
cameras! There?s no going back
now? ?
The first couple of miles were
easy, ahead of 8:30 schedule so
carried on through the merging of
starts, slowdowns at drinks
stations, runners darting across
the road, etc. After a couple of
sub-8?s I caught up with Dave Butt
at about 9 miles and we kept a
reasonable pace together for a
few miles, Dave commenting ?this
will confuse the trackers?as we
crossed the timing mats together.
Thanks for the shout outs on the
way round to Phil Lambert, Pete D,
Lucas, Dave Cracknell and the rest
of the EHH team (and anyone else
I didn?t notice).
By 15 miles it was obvious that a
urinal stop was required, so that
completed I went off in pursuit of
Dave again. I didn?t lose too much
and caught Dave before 17 miles.
Body parts were starting to ache
by this time so I ploughed on
regardless. I went through 20 and
into the unknown for me. By 23 I
was starting to fade, but the
crowds really do keep you going
and I wasn?t going to chuck it (and
thus be eligible for the ?Purple
Vest Award?) after all this effort.
At 40K I saw Angela and the rest of
the EHH support crew, which kept
me going for a while. The
800-600-400-200 countdown
seemed to take an eternity but
eventually I got to the line, glad it
was over but elated with my chip
time of 3:45:45. Given I went
through half in 1:50 I didn?t lose
too much in the second half.

Picked up the medal and goodie
bag, then took a while to get
changed, marvelling at the mess
my toes were in. A slow walk to
the pub to meet up with everyone,
with a loud cheer as I approached
them, followed by 4 pints with
virtually no food. This was nothing
like the well-deserved cheer Beth
Dearing received when she
walked in, having beaten 4:30 and
making her dad extremely proud
of her. We all shard our
experiences and consoled those
who hadn?t fulfilled their own
expectations, then it was time to
go and shower before meeting up
for a Nando?s meal. Felt better
after food, then forced another
pint down before walking back to
the hotel. I use the word ?walking?
loosely, as I was only just capable
of moving and must have looked

like a crippled beggar chasing
Angela very slowly.

Paul Wray 3:04:01

Monday morning was spent
enjoyably walking to/ round
Camden, then got a tube back to
the Embankment and had a
wander round there and Green
Park before catching the train
home.

Tim Groves 3:25:16

Adrian Kamis 3:11:36
Paul Nippress 3:27:02
Kerry Young 3:28:30
Katie Seddon 3:35:06
Emily Wix 3:38:07
Dan Newton 3:39:37

Our runners recorded some very
good times, led by Tom Dawson
who cracked the 2:50 barrier.
Jayne Earle managed to complete
the race, slow by her standards
but still impressive given her
recent injuries. Here is the full list
of 18 EHH runners.

Neil Hudgell 3:41:02
Ian Atkinson 3:42:21
Richard Alsop 3:45:45
Guy Gibson 3:46:18
David Butt 3:51:08
Janet Kay 4:06:00
Beth Dearing 4:29:34

Tom Dawson 2:49:59

Lee Campbell 4:39:55

Brighton10k14thApril 2019
By Mike Murray

It was late summer 2018 when
a conversation with Andy &
Yvonne Fewster resulted in
Andy inviting Kim and I to take
part in his last ever road race,
Brighton 10k which takes
place in a festival of running
including the Brighton
Marathon. In a fit of
enthusiasm all four of us
signed up for the 10k and
hotels were booked for an
extended weekend on the
south coast.
We travelled on the Saturday
morning and after a hectic
drive to Burstwick to put the
pooches in kennels we were
off! After nearly three
hundred miles we booked in
and hurried off to race HQ
handily set up on the beach
about a hundred metres from
the hotel.
We met up with some of
Andy?s acquaintances and set
out for some pre-race carb and
alcohol loading.
Race day arrived with a
strangely early nine o?clock
start almost an hour before the
marathon runners were due to
depart. A thirty minute walk to
the start in Brighton?s Preston
Park awash with portaloos and
starting pens.
The weather was cool but dry
with a breeze from the east,
we dropped some kit off at the
baggage drop and we were off!

The course heads into the town
for a small loop by one mile
and then back out through The
Level and the one and only
climb, a short but pretty steep
incline before heading back
down to the seafront.
It was a turn to the west along
the sea front past the Brighton
Eye and the Peace Angel for a
mile and then all the way back
pus a bit more to finish on the
front.
I had no real ambitions before
the start, indeed I wondered
with the intermittent training
over the last few months,
whether a sub 60 minute finish
was possible. So I was quite
relieved to see that I was under
the hour on the race clock with
a 56:35 chip time. It?ll do me at
the moment especially as I was
the first (and only) of the red
massive home.
The only glitch of the weekend
turned out to be baggage
collection! Every finisher
collecting baggage was penned
waiting for the baggage trucks
to arrive! Some kindly folk had,
overnight, rearranged all the
directional signs for the
baggage trucks! Some blamed
local teenagers, I took issue
with this typecasting and
suggested it may actually be
the antsy blue rinse brigade!
Andy finished in under 48
minutes with our partners, Kim
and Yvonne under 75 and 80
minutes respectively. Not bad

for two irregular runners,
indeed, this was Yvonne?s
first outing over the distance.
To put the time into
perspective though, there
were 25 finishers under thirty
minutes with the winner, Nick
Goolab setting a new course
record of 28:22!
A quick trip back to the
lodgings for a shower and a
change into some warmer
clothing and back out for
some well deserved alcohol,
food and to watch the
marathon finish line.
Had a couple of days to look
around Brighton, quite a nice
place, if a little short of TLC.
Was it good value? Probably
not if it were just for the race,
but putting it together with
some great company we had
a great weekend.
Would I do it again? Was it
really Andy Fewster?s last
road race? Well we?ve all
signed up to do it again next
year!

Race Reports
If you've enjoyed this month's
event write ups then why not
contribute to next months
newsletter.
Reports only have to be a
minimum of 200 words with a
couple of images.
Send your articles to
info@easthullharriers.com.

Contact
Any errors or feedback please send to
the email below
info@easthullharriers.com

